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About This Game

This Side is a survival horror game that you experience how terrifying is to be stuck in a abandoned mine with no clear path.
This is the story of two people lost and afraid, counting only with each other to face their fears and find the way out.

Be Aware

The game is currently not finished, we are opening it to Early Acces in order to get more feedback to improve the overall
experience and fix all the issues. If you decide to play This Side in his current state, you may found bugs, missing features and
face some performance issues. If that's the case, please send us some feedback! We are counting with your help, to fix as many

issues we can!

If you prefer to play This Side after it is finished, feel free to follow our development progress here on Steam or in our social
media. We'll try our best to show our progress and finish the game reaching our experience goal as fast as possible.

The History

You and your friend decide to break into an abandoned mine to make a new video for your channel on youtube, when you get
there you'll find that things will not go as well as you have planned and the only way resolve this situation is to help each other!

Now you need to find a way out of this place before it's too late. Are you prepared to overcome the challenges of a cold, dark
and forgotten place? Can you overcome the fear and uncertainty of the unknown and survive to tell the story?
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Maybe the idea to making this video wasn't a good after all.

The Game

We want the players to have an immersive experience where they get lost in an abandoned mine. Relying only on themselves to
help each other to figure out this frightening place, and to find the tools necessary to survive and escape with both of them alive.

Key Features Already in the game

Co-Op -  1 player stuck inside the mine and 1 player stuck on the control center for the mine. Both working together to survive
and escape.

Procedural Mine -  Every play you face a different path inside the mines.
Phobias -  Strong experience developed around fears. Nictophobia, Claustrophobia, Astraphobia, Ombrophobia. Are you ready

to overcome those fears?
Single Player Mode -  Play the same game, changing between the two characters.

About the development team

This Side is made on a co-production of two Brazilian game studios, Rising and Crystal Realms.

About the Engine

This Side is made with the full power of Unreal Engine 4.

Warning

The game contains flashing lights that may make it unsuitable for people with photosensitive epilepsy or other photosensitive
conditions. Player discretion is advised.
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Title: This Side
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Rising, Crystal Realms Entertainment
Publisher:
Rising, Crystal Realms Entertainment
Franchise:
This Side
Release Date: 15 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel I3 2.3 Ghz 2 Cores

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 660 2gb Vram

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 10 compatible

English
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I don't believe this is a survival horror game. It was more of a help your friend get out of a dark random mine.. Looks and feels
like a tech demo. Barely any gameplay mechanics. Not a horror game. No fun at all.. Refunded.

The game is absolutely terrible.
First of all, this isn't a horror game. I usually get scared really easily, but I experienced no horror playing this game. The game
states they want players to experience Nyctophobia, Taphophobia, and Ombrophobia, which is what caught my interest. I was
hoping to see a different genre of a horror game that doesn't always have ghosts or killers. With that said, I don't know where I
am suppose to experience any these phobias. Setting up a player in a dark mine with rainy environment is not "experiencing
phobias". There is just nothing to fear about the mine. It's just dark and feels never ending. The only thing I was scared about
was experiencing such terrible game design and horrible textures.
There is a chance I might have not experience the horror in the game only because I stopped playing after about 30 min of
gameplay, but it was too hard to sit through this game.

I was more so excited about the Co-op part about this game, turns out only 1 player has to escape the mine, and the other player
is just stuck looking at the map all day. Can't think of more boring Co-op experience than this. There is also not enough hint on
the map to help the other player. There are multiple maps, and they just has some lines drew on them, it doesn't indicate
anything else. So playing as the "rescuer", You don't know which map to start explaining first, nor how to lead them to the exit.
It doesn't do anything other than to confuse players even more.

The player also has limited stamina for some reason, so as you are running around the mine, you will be slowed for a duration of
time until your stamina charges back up and you can start running again. First problem with this is you don't have any UI during
actual gameplay, so I didn't even know there was stamina in the game, at first I thought I was being slowed because I was
entering a cut-scene or something. Secondly, I don't even know why stamina exist in this game. You're basically running around
the mine endlessly. You're not being chased by anything nor being timed. Even the 2nd player who's job is to read the map all
day have stamina. I just don't see any reason for a stamina in the game other than to annoy players. (and I am only pointing this
out because walking in this game is way to slow)

I know this game is not finished. It's literally stated on their steam page description, which I was aware of. I played a lot of early
access games that were unfinished. But in my opinion this game shouldn't even be released for early access. and I don't know
who thought it was a good idea to sell this game for 20$?? The devs wants feedback? well here is mine, but I just CANNOT
recommend anyone else to buy this game at it's current state. It's waste of your money which you can refund, but you can't
refund your time back. Don't waste your time playing this game.. Love the concept, but this game isn't quite there yet. It needs
some serious bug fixes (was constantly kicked from server and falling through the map) so much that I wasn't able to play long.
I'm also not sure I would consider it horror, but it's possible I just didn't get to anything yet?

I hope they continue to work on it but I would hold off on buying for now.
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